
Master the Russian Alphabet, A Handwriting Practice Workbook: Perfect your calligraphy skills and
dominate the Russian script By konacoffeebelt.org I thought I was going to have to use it for design
ideas so I could create worksheets for my beginning Russian students but no! The license in this
book specifically allows teachers to copy these for student use. Having these be copyable by
Teachers for student use makes this workbook worth than I paid! Thank you! 1692363840 Evidently
a twist on a kids book but this is perfect for mastering the Cyrillic writing (and getting yourself out
of the habit of using normal 'N's' all the time! Plenty of space to repeat also. Спасибо! 1692363840
Do you want to perfect your handwriting?Do you need a trustworthy resource to teach your small
children to trace the Russian alphabet?Then this workbook is the perfect companion for your
studies. 5 x 11 inches pages fully dedicated to the handwriting practice of that letter in both print
and cursive uppercase and lowercase with and without a guiding background light gray letter:

Including upper and lower case variations in both the print and cursive handwriting styles, Your
benefits:Clear large letters make it easy to recognize even the most detailed of the Russian
characters, Detailed stroke order instructions provide you with a strong foundation to build your
skills, Dedicated Trace and Learn sections are designed to imprint proper stroke technique unto
your muscle memory. Font variations in both the print and cursive form of each letter train your
brain to recognize alternative character styles easily: Simple pronunciation guidelines prevent you
from feeling overwhelmed while helping you to understand the basic sound of each letter: Thank you
for doing that! Too many other companies want you to buy a workbook for each and every student
and then to replace them year after year, 1692363840 I love that it has multiple fonts! Directions are
clear and there is plenty of room to practice overall wonderful workbook. 1692363840 I am teaching
Russian so I recommended this book to my student. I love it because it gives my student an
opportunity to practice cursive Russian, And it is important because no Russian adult uses typed
letters when they write something down by hand: So if a student cannot recognize a cursive he’s
pretty much doomed! I love that this book goes by an actual sound of the letter and not by its name,
1692363840 Excellent quality book that is extremely helpful in my Russian lessons. In it you'll find
all the modern Russian consonants and vowels for each character you'll find extra 8: Feel free to
photocopy these pages as you wish to extend the lifetime value of your workbook. Special
information:As with all Lang Workbooks this work is a labor of love: Accordingly if you are a teacher
a student of Russian or homeschooling your children then you can photocopy any part of this
workbook for your own or your students personal use. Learning to write the Russian script by heart
has never been made easy: Master the Russian Alphabet A Handwriting Practice Workbook: Perfect
your calligraphy skills and dominate the Russian scriptSturdily built book: While it’s not a hardback
book the outside cover has a film to it to make it water resistant and thicker than just paper to keep
from tearing: Pages are all nicely printed and each letter comes with 3 pages each to practice both
upper/lowercase in regular font and upper/lowercase in cursive. Would recommend for anyone
wanting to learn Russian writing! 1692363840 I bought two for my grandson and myself to learn the
Russian alphabet together: 1692363840 I’m glad I bought this workbook even though there were no
reviews. You can tell once you have it in your hands that it is well made, The paper cover is not
flimsy at all and the instruction is helpful and offers than just blank pages with sample alphabet
letters: You can copy pages and repeat the exercises over and over or you can use the pages in the
book and then practice on your own. Each letter has 2 and a half pages of empty lines to practice
your repetition: It’s very well done! 1692363840 I love this book! As a teacher I am a sucker for
workbooks. This book is set up in a similar fashion to handwriting books I used as a student with my
own homeschooled child and students in my classroom, I love that the stroke order is shown so that I
am writing them correctly, :) I do recommend this book for children or adults who are interested in
learning or strengthening Russian, Has the print and curasive of each letter along with
pronunciation. The common transliterations in the beginning of the book are a wonderful help!
1692363840
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.As a bonus.

This workbook is perfect. My teacher is impressed by it too. I love doing them myself. I practice my
Russian handwriting. It also helps to learn the sounds the letters make. That's sometimes an issue
for me since I'm left handed. 1692363840 Exactly what I was looking for


